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Diagnostic criteria of traumatic central cord syndrome.
Part 3: Descriptive analyses of neurological and functional
outcomes in a prospective cohort of traumatic motor
incomplete tetraplegics
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Study design: Prospective multicenter cohort study.
Objectives: To compare the neurological recovery and functional outcomes between traumatic
central cord syndrome (TCCS) patients and motor incomplete tetraplegic patients.
Setting: European Multicenter Study of human spinal cord injury.
Methods: In 248 traumatic motor incomplete tetraplegics, initial phase (0–15 days) American Spinal
Injury Association (ASIA) impairment grading, upper and lower extremity motor scores (UEMS and
LEMS), upper and lower sensory scores and chronic phase (6 or 12 months) neurological outcomes
were analyzed. In addition, chronic phase self-care and indoor mobility Spinal Cord Independence
Measure (SCIM) items were studied. Tetraplegics were subdivided into three groups: (1) non-TCCS
group (UEMSXLEMS), (2) intermediate-TCCS group (UEMS¼ (1–9 points)oLEMS) and (3) TCCS
group (UEMS¼ (X10 points)oLEMS). Student’s t-tests and w2-tests were applied.
Results: A total of 89 non-TCCS subjects (AIS D, n¼28), 62 int-TCCS (AIS D, n¼43) and 97 TCCS
(AIS D, n¼ 80) subjects were analysed. Although minimal significant differences in chronic phase LEMS
and UEMS outcomes were identified between TCCS and non-TCCS patients after stratification by the
AIS grade, our data showed no significant differences in functional upper and lower extremity outcomes
at 6 or 12 months post-injury.
Conclusion: The AIS grading system, and not the diagnosis TCCS, continues to be the best available
prognostic parameter for neurological and functional outcomes in motor incomplete tetraplegics. The
authors recommend that for future outcome studies in motor incomplete tetraplegia, patients should
not be selected based on, or stratified by, the diagnosis TCCS.
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Introduction

The traumatic central cord syndrome (TCCS) is a clinical

diagnosis that was first described by Schneider et al. in 1954.1

The TCCS is characterized by the following: (1) a dispropor-

tionate impairment (weakness and reduced function) of the

upper limbs compared with the lower limbs, (2) neurogenic

bladder dysfunction and (3) varying degrees of sensory loss

at and below the level of lesion.1 Out of these three clinical

characteristics, the first is generally considered to be the

most typical and important one.2,3

It has been hypothesized that TCCS patients have a

favorable recovery pattern compared with other motor

incomplete tetraplegics.4–7 Although several studies have

compared TCCS with other spinal cord injury syndromes,

such as the Brown-Séquard Syndrome,4,8,9 no study has

compared the neurological and functional recovery between

TCCS and other motor incomplete tetraplegic patients. The

assumed superior recovery of TCCS patients has also been

expressed by an international panel of spinal cord injury

(SCI) experts convened by the International Campaign for

Cures of Spinal Cord Injury Paralysis.10
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In the first two parts2,3 of this three-paper series, we

demonstrated that a wide variety of definitions of TCCS are

employed among both researchers and physicians. In part 1,

a pragmatic analysis of 312 pooled TCCS subjects included in

previous studies showed that the average difference in motor

strength between the upper extremity motor score (UEMS)

and the lower extremity motor score (LEMS) was 10.5 points

based on the Medical Research Council Scale.2 In part 2, a

questionnaire survey among physicians showed that the

majority of physicians considered this difference in motor

score of at least 10 points as an acceptable cut-off criterion

for scientific purposes. Nonetheless, there were a number of

physicians who favored assigning the diagnosis TCCS in SCI

patients with 1–9 motor points difference between the UEMS

and LEMS.3

The introduction of the diagnostic TCCS criterion in part 2

of this three-paper series, that is, ‘a minimal difference of 10

motor score points between the upper and lower extremities,

in favor of the lower extremities’, enabled us to investigate

the hypothesized differences in recovery patterns between

subgroups of motor incomplete tetraplegics with use of a

face valid and reproducible criterion. The objective of this

study therefore was to compare the neurological recovery

and functional outcomes between motor incomplete tetra-

plegic patients with (1) equal or less motor strength in the

lower extremities (non-TCCS), (2) 1–9 motor points more in

the lower extremities (intermediate TCCS) and (3) 10 motor

points or more in the lower extremities compared with the

upper extremities (TCCS).

Materials and methods

A total of 18 European SCI centres prospectively collected

clinical data of complete and incomplete traumatic SCI

patients between 2002 and 2009. Patients referred to one of

the 18 SCI centers were enrolled consecutively into the

European Multicenter Study on Human Spinal Cord Injury

(EM-SCI; www.emsci.org) database. The data are gathered to

establish a multicenter basis for future therapeutic interven-

tions in human spinal cord injury. Data within the EM-SCI

are collected at five time intervals: at the initial phase (that

is, within the first 15 days post injury) and 1, 3, 6 and 12

months after the injury. Clinical assessments in the EM-SCI

are conducted by trained neurological and rehabilitation

physicians having at least 1-year experience in examining

patients with SCI. The study protocols were approved by the

local ethics committees and the subjects gave their informed

consent before entering the study protocol.

Study population

Patients were included in the study if they had a motor

incomplete traumatic tetraplegia (C2-T1) injury (American

Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) Impairment Scale (AIS) C or

D)11 assessed within the first 2 weeks post-injury. The motor

incomplete tetraplegia were subdivided into three study

groups: (1) patients with equal or less Medical Research

Council Scale points in the LEMS compared with the UEMS

(non-TCCS group), (2) patients with 1–9 points more in the

LEMS compared with the UEMS (intermediate or int-TCCS

group) and (3) patients with 10 points or more in the LEMS

compared with the UEMS (TCCS group).3

Patients with a severe cognitive impairment, peripheral

nerve lesion, incomplete database record, non-traumatic

spinal cord lesion, polyneuropathy or craniocerebral injury

were not included. Accompanying polyneuropathy indepen-

dent of SCI was excluded by medical history and by means of

measuring the ulnar and tibial nerve conduction velocity.

Neurological examination

Neurological examinations were conducted according to the

International Standards for the Neurological Classification of

Spinal Cord Injury and the extent of incomplete tetraplegia

was graded by AIS.12 Only patients with completely

conducted neurological examinations within the first 2

weeks post-injury were included for analysis. The scores of

the UEMS and the LEMS were calculated. Each of the two

motor score subscales consist of a total of five bilateral key

muscles innervated by myotomes C5-T1 (UEMS) and L2-S1

(LEMS).12 To evaluate the sensory scores of the upper and

lower extremities we subdivided and calculated the light

touch and pin-prick scores into upper scores (dermatomes

C4-T1) and lower scores (dermatomes L1-S4-5). The level of

injury and AIS were determined on the basis of the ASIA

protocol.

Functional outcomes

The Spinal Cord Independence Measure (SCIM) is an

instrument that focuses on performing everyday tasks, and

captures the disability as well as the impact of disability

on the patient’s overall medical condition and comfort.13

The SCIM II14,15 consists of three main categories, namely,

(1) self-care, (2) respiration and sphincter management and

(3) mobility. The functional outcomes in the chronic phase

focused on the self-care items that test upper extremity

function (SCIM II items 1, 2a, 3a and 4) and ambulation

using the mobility indoors (SCIM II item 12). This approach

of testing ambulation by using mobility indoors, has been

applied in a previous study.16

In addition, the SCIM scores of items 1, 2a, 3a, 4 and 12

were converted to dichotomous outcomes, that is, able to

perform the function independently or not. Patients who

needed fully assisted oral feeding, a gastrostomy, parenteral

feeding or were able to eat food but unable to hold a cup,

were scored as dependent ‘feeding’ group (SCIM II item 1).

Patients who required total or partial assistance in upper-

body bathing, were scored as dependent ‘upper-body bath-

ing’ group (SCIM II item 2a). Patients who required total or

partial assistance in upper-body dressing, were scored as

dependent ‘upper-body dressing’ group (SCIM II item 3a).

Patients who required total assistance, performed only one

task or performed some tasks using adaptive devices but

needed help to put on/take off devices, were scored

as dependent ‘grooming’ group (SCIM II item 4). Patients

who required total assistance for their mobility, partial

assistance to operate a manual wheelchair, a manual wheel-

chair without assistance or supervision while walking, were
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grouped and scored as dependent ‘mobility indoors’ group

(SCIM II item 12).

Statistics

Descriptive statistics on age, gender and AIS were used to

provide general information about the study population.

Analyses on AIS, gender (w2 analysis) and age (Student’s

t-test) were performed to identify possible differences

between the three study groups.

We performed three main analyses on the study groups

(see Figure 1). The first analysis was performed to demon-

strate neurological impairment of motor incomplete tetra-

plegics as assessed within the first 2 weeks post-injury

(‘initial descriptive analysis’). The second analysis was

performed to demonstrate any differences between initial

neurological findings (o15 days post-injury), and neuro-

logical and functional outcomes (6 or 12 months post-injury)

in incomplete tetraplegic patients (‘outcome analysis’). Finally,

those patients with a complete set of follow-up measurements

(1, 3, and 6 or 12 months) were analysed to demonstrate the

neurological recovery over time (‘longitudinal analysis’).

In both the ‘outcome analysis’ and ‘longitudinal analysis’,

6-months follow-up measurements were used for analysis in

patients with missing chronic phase (12 months) follow-up

measurements.17,18

Differences in mean ASIA scores between the three study

groups were calculated using Student’s t-tests. The differ-

ences in the number of patients who were capable of

performing the SCIM II items 1, 2a, 3a or 4 independently

were calculated using w2 or Fisher’s exact tests as appropriate
between the three study groups. The differences were

considered statistically significant at Po0.05. Spearman

correlation coefficients were calculated for comparisons

between 6 and 12 months UEMS and LEMS outcomes in

the ‘outcome analysis’. In addition, the agreement between

the 6 and 12 months outcomes of the dichotomous SCIM

scores were calculated using kappa statistic (k). Data were

analysed using SPSS software (version 16.0, SPSS, Chicago,

IL, USA).

Traumatic SCI patients
n=1733

No complete ASIA
measurements within 2
weeks post-injury n=817

Eligible patients for analysis
n=916

Exclusion criteria:
1. AIS A or B n=530
2. Paraplegia n=138

Initial descriptive analysis:
n=248

No complete 6 or 12 months
ASIA or SCIM II

measurements n=106 

No complete 1 and 3 months
FU ASIA measurements

n=31

Patients with only 6
months FU

measurements
n=21

Patients with 12
months FU

measurements
n=121

Outcome analysis:
n=142

Longitudinal analysis:
n=111

Figure 1 Flowchart of patients in the EM-SCI database for inclusion in the study. Period of patient enrolment: January 2002–December 2009.
AIS, ASIA impairment scale; ASIA, American Spinal Injury Association; FU, follow-up; SCI, spinal cord injury.
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Results

Among the 1733 traumatic SCI patients within the EM-SCI

database, 248 (14%) met the study inclusion criteria, see

Figure 1. Of the 248 patients, there were 89 (36%) non-TCCS

patients, 62 (25%) int-TCCS and 97 (39%) TCCS patients.

The patient characteristics of each study group are presented

in Table 1. The non-TCCS group consisted of a significantly

higher proportion of AIS grade C patients compared with

patients in both the int-TCCS and TCCS groups (Po0.001).

Conversely, the int-TCCS and TCCS group consisted of a

significantly higher proportion of AIS grade D patients

compared with patients in the non-TCCS group (Po0.001).

As the number of subjects with an AIS grade C and D

appeared not to be equally distributed within the three study

groups, we decided to stratify each study group by the AIS

grading system in all of the three main analyses. Thus, in

each of the three study groups two additional subgroups,

consisting of AIS grade C and D patients, were evaluated. No

significant differences in age were identified between the

subgroups after stratification by the AIS grading system. In

addition, the analysis within every subgroup showed no

differences in age between AIS grade C and AIS grade D

patients.

Initial descriptive analysis

The neurological measurements assessed within the first 2

weeks post-injury were available in 248 motor incomplete

tetraplegics. In the majority of the patients (72%) the NLI

was situated at level C4 or C5 (see Table 2). Only four motor

incomplete tetraplegics (2%) had a NLI caudal to level C6.

Table 2 clearly illustrates that stratification by the AIS

grading system has a bigger impact on the mean UEMS at

each NLI compared with the categorization by the TCCS

descriptors. Nonetheless, compared with non-TCCS subjects,

TCCS subjects had lower UEMSs at each NLI within both the

AIS grade C and D strata. A clear association between a more

caudal NLI and higher UEMS scores was not identified.

Because of the small sample sizes, some of the descriptive

associations were not tested statistically.

Table 3 covers the initial neurological subscores of the

motor incomplete tetraplegics. Compared with the mean

UEMS of 22.2 in TCCS subjects, the initial UEMS in non-

TCCS and int-TCCS groups, was significantly higher (25.9

(P¼0.032) and 28.8 (P¼0.001), respectively). Compared

with the mean LEMS of 40.6 in TCCS subjects, the initial

LEMS in non-TCCS and int-TCCS groups, was significantly

lower (11.2 (Po0.001) and 33.0 (Po0.001), respectively).

The differences in UEMS and LEMS hold true also after

stratification by the AIS grading system.

With regard to the initial upper extremity sensory scores,

no statistically significant differences were observed between

the three study groups (see Table 3). Compared with AIS

grade C non-TCCS patients, AIS grade C TCCS subjects had

significantly higher pin-prick scores for the lower extremities

(Po0.05). This difference was not observed in the light touch

sensation scores in AIS grade C patients. Compared with AIS

grade D non-TCCS patients, AIS grade D TCCS subjects had

significantly higher pin-prick and light touch scores for the

lower extremities (Po0.05).

Outcome analysis

A complete record of 12 months post-injury neurological

and functional measurements was available in 121 patients

(49%). In 21 patients (9%) with absent 12 months post-

injury neurological and/or functional measurements, 6-

months follow-up measurements were available and used

for analysis. The detailed distribution of available 6 and 12

months UEMS/LEMS measurements among the 142 motor

tetraplegics are presented in Supplementary Table 1. Strong

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of 248 motor incomplete tetraplegics

Characteristic Non-TCCS group Int-TCCS group TCCS group

Patients (n) 89 62 97

Gender (male) 59 49 81

Age range (s.d.) 49 17–89, 19 52 16–85, 19 55 19–87, 17

AIS n (%) n (%) n (%)

C 61 (69) 19 (31) 17 (18)

D 28 (31) 43 (69) 80 (82)

Abbrevations: AIS, Asia impairment scale; s.d., standard deviation; TCCS,

traumatic central cord syndrome.

Table 2 Upper extremity motor scores per NLI in 248 motor incomplete tetraplegics

AIS C AIS D

Non-TCCS group Int-TCCS group TCCS group Non-TCCS group Int-TCCS Group TCCS group

No. Mean s.d. No. Mean s.d. No. Mean s.d. No. Mean s.d. No. Mean s.d. No. Mean s.d.

C2 2 21.5 2.1 0 NA NA 2 10.5 2.1 3 32.7 9.6 3 33.7 11.1 4 31.8 8.7

C3 6 11.5 4.9 4 8.8 3.4 0 NA NA 2 33.0 NA 6 39.7 7.4 10 25.2 11.2

C4 22 16.1 8.1 7 10.7 8.2 12 4.5 4.0 5 33.8 12.2 16 32.0 9.6 27 19.5 9.2

C5 23 26.5 9.5 8 16.1 4.1 3 14.7 1.5 12 35.0 5.5 11 36.1 8.4 32 28.2 8.0

C6 7 28.1 6.2 0 NA NA 0 NA NA 5 38.2 7.4 6 41.5 5.9 6 33.3 4.0

C7 0 NA NA 0 NA NA 0 NA NA 1 39 NA 0 NA NA 1 32 NA

C8 0 NA NA 0 NA NA 0 NA NA 0 NA NA 1 48 NA 0 NA NA

T1 1 49 NA 0 NA NA 0 NA NA 0 NA NA 0 NA NA 0 NA NA

Abbrevations: AIS, Asia impairment scale; NA, not applicable; s.d., standard deviation; TCCS, traumatic central cord syndrome.
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and significant correlations (Po0.001) were observed be-

tween 6 and 12 months UEMS (Spearman correlation

coefficients: 0.92), LEMS (Spearman correlation coefficients:

0.89) and SCIM (k: 0.64–0.88) outcome measures in 102

patients with complete 6 and 12 month measurements.

Upper extremities. Compared with the initial UEMS, the

chronic phase UEMS improved considerably in all of the

three study groups (see Table 4). After stratification by the

AIS grading system, the mean improvement of non-TCCS

patients with an AIS grade C was 16 motor points. Compared

with these non-TCCS patients, int-TCCS and TCCS patients

with an AIS grade C had a significantly greater improvement

of motor points in 6 or 12 months (25.2 (Po0.01) and 29.7

(Po0.001), respectively). In addition, with a mean improve-

ment of 20.1 versus 10.0 motor points, AIS grade D TCCS

patients gained significantly (Po0.001) more motor points

than non-TCCS AIS grade D patients.

Except for a significant difference in AIS grade D patients

(P¼0.033), no significant differences were observed in the

UEMS between the three study groups after 6 or 12 months

(see Table 4). However, when the AIS grade C and D strata

were compared within each of the three study groups clear

differences in neurological outcomes were found. On

average, AIS grade C patients had approximately 10 upper

extremity motor points less in the chronic phase than AIS

grade D patients.

Lower extremities. As for the upper extremities, the LEMS

also improved considerably over time in the three subgroups,

especially in the non-TCCS patients (see Table 5). After

stratification by the AIS grading system, the mean improve-

ment of non-TCCS patients with an AIS grade C was 26.1

motor points. Compared with these non-TCCS patients,

int-TCCS and TCCS patients with an AIS grade C had a non-

significantly different improvement of motor points in 6 or

Table 3 Motor and sensory scores of 248 motor incomplete tetraplegics

Variable
Non-TCCS group Int-TCCS group TCCS group

Total AIS C AIS D Total AIS C AIS D Total AIS C AIS D

Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d.

Patients, n (total) 89 61 28 62 19 43 97 17 80

UEMS 25.9b 11.4 21.7a,b 10.5 35.1b 7.3 28.8c 13.7 12.6a,c 6.4 35.9c 9.1 22.2b,c 11.5 7.0b,c 5.4 25.5b,c 9.7

LEMS 11.2a,b 10.6 5.9a,b 6.6 22.6a,b 8.4 33.0a,c 13.7 17.5a,c 7.2 40.0a,c 9.5 40.6b,c 9.7 24.6b,c 5.7 44.1b,c 6.4

Upper light touch scores 18.7 4.3 18.3 4.2 19.3 4.5 17.5 4.2 16.5 3.7 18.0 4.4 18.0 5.0 16.0 5.6 18.4 4.7

Lower light touch scores 18.5a,b 9.1 16.7 8.5 22.4b 9.4 22.9a,c 8.6 17.6 5.7 25.2 8.7 26.9b,c 8.9 21.2 10.5 28.1b 8.1

Upper pin-prick scores 17.5 5.1 17.0 4.9 18.5 5.4 16.9 6.1 14.6 6.6 17.9 5.7 16.8 5.7 14.5 6.3 17.3 5.5

Lower pin-prick scores 13.4a,b 10.6 10.5b 9.3 19.7b 10.7 19.4a,c 10.7 12.6 10.1 22.4 9.6 23.7b,c 11.2 16.1b 10.7 25.3b 10.7

Abbrevations: AIS, Asia impairment scale; LEMS, lower extremity motor score; NA, not applicable; s.d., standard deviation; TCCS, traumatic central cord

syndrome; UEMS; upper extremity motor score.

Upper; sensory scores of dermatomes C4-T1, Lower; sensory scores of dermatomes L1-S4-5.
aStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between non-TCCS and int-TCCS patients.
bStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between non-TCCS and TCCS patients.
cStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between int-TCCS and TCCS patients.

Table 4 Initial and chronic phase UEMS and self-care independency outcomes in 142 motor incomplete tetraplegics

Variable/Outcome
Non-TCCS group Int-TCCS group TCCS group

Total AIS C AIS D Total AIS C AIS D Total AIS C AIS D

Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d.

Patients, n (total) 49 35 14 37 10 27 56 7 49

Initial UEMS 26.9b 12.1 22.8a,b 11.4 37.1b 6.6 27.9c 13.3 11.9a 7.9 33.9c 9.4 22.1b,c 11.1 5.6b 5.7 24.5b,c 9.5

Chronic phase UEMS 41.1 10.1 38.7 10.9 47.1b 3.1 43.6 7.6 37.1 10.6 46.0 4.4 43.4 5.3 35.3 7.2 44.6b 3.9

SCIM II n % n % n % n % n % n % n % n % n %

Feeding 46 94 32 91 14 100 34 92 7 70 27 100 53 95 6 86 47 96

Upper body bathing 40 82 26 74 14 100 33 89 6 60 27 100 46 82 3 43 43 88

Upper body dressing 38 78 25 71 13 93 29 78 5 50 24 89 44 79 2 29 42 86

Grooming 41 84 27 77 14 100 32 87 6 60 26 96 48 86 4 57 44 90

Abbreviations: AIS, Asia impairment scale; NA, not applicable; SCIM, spinal cord independence measure; s.d., standard deviation; TCCS, traumatic central cord

syndrome; UEMS; upper extremity motor score.
aStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between non-TCCS and int-TCCS patients.
bStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between non-TCCS and TCCS patients.
cStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between int-TCCS and TCCS patients.
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12 months (26.2 and 19.6, respectively). In addition, the

mean improvement of non-TCCS patients with an AIS grade

D was 20.1 motor points. Compared with the non-TCCS

patients, int-TCCS and TCCS patients with an AIS grade D

gained significantly less motor points in 6 or 12 months (9.8

(Po0.001) and 5.2 (Po0.001) motor points, respectively).

However, after 6 or 12 months, non-TCCS patients had a

significantly worse (Po0.001) LEMS compared with TCCS

patients in the total subgroup. Nonetheless, after stratifica-

tion by the AIS grading system, no differences were found

between the AIS grade C patients of the three study groups.

However, a significant mean difference of 3.2 motor points

(Po0.001) was observed between AIS grade D non-TCCS

(LEMS: 45.4) and AIS grade D TCCS (LEMS: 48.6) patients.

Functional outcomes. No clear differences were observed

between the three study groups for upper-extremity func-

tion. Although AIS grade C patients were more dependent in

assistance in self-care components compared with AIS grade

D patients within each of the three study groups, no

significant differences were observed (see Table 4).

For the ambulation outcomes, the non-TCCS group

showed a significantly greater proportion of patients

(Po0.001) unable to ambulate independently compared

with the TCCS group. However, this statistical relation

completely disappeared after stratification by the AIS grading

system. Although the majority of AIS grade D patients

(493%) were able to walk independently after 6 months post

injury, approximately half of the AIS grade C patients were

able to do so (see Table 5).

Longitudinal analysis

A complete record of 12 months post-injury neurological

and functional measurements was available in 95 patients

(28%). In 16 patients (7%) with absent 12 months post-

injury measurements, 6-months follow-up measurements

were available and used for analysis. The detailed distribu-

tion of available 6 and 12 months UEMS/LEMS measure-

ments among the 111 motor tetraplegics are presented in

Supplementary Table 2. In Figure 2, the mean UEMS of each

(stratified) study group is plotted against the timing of the

follow-up assessment. After stratification by the AIS grading

Table 5 Initial and chronic phase LEMS and the ability to walk independently in 142 motor incomplete tetraplegics

Variable/Outcome
Non-TCCS group Int-TCCS group TCCS group

Total AIS C AIS D Total AIS C AIS D Total AIS C AIS D

Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d.

Patients, n (total) 49 35 14 37 10 27 56 7 49

Initial LEMS 11.1a,b 11.6 5.5a,b 6.5 25.2a,b 9.0 31.8a,c 13.8 15.3a 8.5 38.0a,c 9.7 40.7b,c 9.6 21.3b 5.1 43.4b,c 6.3

Chronic phase LEMS 35.6a,b 16.1 31.6 17.5 45.4b 3.8 46.1a 6.8 41.5 10.3 47.8 3.9 47.6b 4.1 40.9 7.7 48.6b 2.1

SCIM II n % n % n % n % n % n % N % n % n %

Independent indoor mobility 31b 63 18 51 13 93 30 81 5 50 25 93 52b 93 5 71 47 96

Abbreviations: AIS, Asia impairment scale; LEMS, lower extremity motor score; NA, not applicable; SCIM, spinal cord independence measure; s.d., standard

deviation; TCCS, traumatic central cord syndrome.
aStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between non-TCCS and int-TCCS patients.
bStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between non-TCCS and TCCS patients.
cStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between int-TCCS and TCCS patients.
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Figure 2 The mean UEMS of each study group after stratification by the AIS grading system plotted against the timing of the follow-up
assessments in 111 motor incomplete tetraplegics.
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system, the three study groups are typically ordered from the

non-TCCS group with relatively high initial mean UEMSs to

the TCCS group with relatively low initial mean UEMS’s. It is

only after 6 months to 1 year when neurological outcomes of

the three study groups approach each other. Figure 2 also

demonstrates that the relation between the AIS grades and

neurological outcomes appears to be stronger than the

relation between the three study groups (TCCS, int-TCCS

and non-TCCS) and neurological outcomes.

In Figure 3, the mean LEMS of each (stratified) study

group is plotted against the timing of the follow-up

assessment. In contrast to Figure 2, the three study groups

are now typically ordered from the TCCS group with

relatively high initial mean LEMSs to the non-TCCS with

relatively low initial mean LEMSs. At three months post

injury, the largest proportion of the total motor recovery was

regained.

Neither in the mean UEMS nor in the mean LEMS were

differences in recovery patterns found between the three

study groups.

Discussion

In contrast to the general assumption that TCCS patients

have a favorable neurological and functional outcome

compared with other motor incomplete tetraplegics, this

study demonstrates that the neurological and functional

outcomes in motor incomplete tetraplegia cannot be simply

attributed to the presence or absence of TCCS. We found that

the severity of the initial neurological deficit, as expressed by

the AIS, has a stronger impact on the prognosis of

neurological and functional outcomes than categorization

into TCCS or not. The presented data confirm that TCCS

subjects are likely to have a less severe neurological deficit

and therefore are often categorized as AIS grade D patients

on admission.4,19–21 These findings show that most differ-

ences between TCCS and non-TCCS patients dissolve when

stratified by AIS grade. Although TCCS patients showed

significantly higher rates of upper extremity motor strength

recovery compared with non-TCCS patients, non-TCCS

patients showed significantly higher rates of lower extremity

motor strength recovery. These differences can be easily

explained by ceiling effects in neurological recovery after

traumatic SCI. On the basis of our results, we recommend

that future outcome studies in patients with a traumatic

motor incomplete tetraplegia use a stratification based on

the AIS grading rather than the presence or absence of

TCCS.10

In tetraplegic patients, recovery of arm and hand function

is regarded as the most important clinical outcome.22

Although AIS grade D TCCS patients had significantly lower

UEMS outcomes when compared with AIS grade D non-

TCCS patients, no significant differences in the functional

upper extremity independence were found between the two

groups. Vice versa, whereas AIS grade D TCCS patients had

significantly higher LEMS outcomes when compared with

AIS grade D non-TCCS patients, no significant difference in

independent ambulation was found between the two groups.

Therefore, the clinical relevance of the only two identified

statistical differences in outcomes between the non-TCCS

and TCCS patient groupsFafter stratification by AIS grade-

Fis minimal.

In 1996, Waters et al.23 suggested that the recovery of

strength in TCCS patients is comparable with that of other

motor incomplete tetraplegic patients. They concluded,

however, that a lower proportion of the nine TCCS patients

were able to walk at least 150 feet compared with non-TCCS

patients. The authors’ explanation for this unexpected

finding was that the residual upper extremity weakness in

TCCS patients restricted the use of assisted devices such as

canes and crutches and therefore limited the ability to

walk.23 In contrast, we found no differences in independent

ambulation outcomes between TCCS and non-TCCS patients

when stratified by AIS grades. The residual upper extremity

weakness in TCCS patients therefore does not appear to have

a negative influence on ambulation outcomes. In fact, the

lower extremity strength outcomes in TCCS patients are

comparable with, or even slightly better than in, non-TCCS

patients.
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Figure 3 The mean LEMS of each study group after stratification by the AIS grading system plotted against the timing of the follow-up
assessments in 111 motor incomplete tetraplegics.
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Our results should be interpreted in the context of

specific study limitations. First, several putative confounders

such as treatment regimens, including administration of

methylprednisolone, blood pressure augmentation and

urgent spinal cord decompression, are not standardized

within the EM-SCI consortium. Second, co-morbidities,

rehabilitation programs and walking aids have not been

registered in detail within the EM-SCI database. Third, the

small sample sizes in the three study groups resulted in

limited statistical power of the analyses. Fourth, as our study

population was not corrected for other SCI syndromes, these

other syndromes could have been absorbed into either TCCS,

non-TCCS or both. Hayes et al.19 reported that many SCI

patients defy a clear-cut classification because of a mixed

presentation of two or more SCI syndromes. It remains

unclear what the influence is of the other SCI syndromes on

the neurological and functional outcome. However, the

second most common SCI syndrome, the Brown-Séquard

syndrome,4 showed a similar neurological and functional

outcome when compared with other incomplete SCI

patients.9,24 Finally, although the use of dichotomized SCIM

outcome measures could reduce the sensitivity of the

analysis and has not yet been validated, the clinical

relevance and utility of this method has been demonstrated

in previous studies.16,25

The strength of this study is that, to our knowledge, it is

the first one that stratified TCCS patients by applying a

quantitative and reproducible TCCS diagnostic criterion.

Until now the diagnosis of TCCS was based on non-specific

criteria and subjective interpretation of the neurological

examination.1,11 In earlier publications (part 1 and 2), we

proposed a minimum of 10 motor points in favor of the

lower extremities to diagnose TCCS for research purposes.2,3

However, among physicians, two points of discussion

originated along with the introduction of this diagnostic

criterion.

First, a minimum difference of 10 motor points was

considered to be too high to diagnose TCCS in patients with

a lower cervical level of injury. As an interesting additional

demographic finding, the current study found that motor

incomplete tetraplegics with a lower cervical level of injury

are rare. Out of 248 patients, only four were diagnosed with a

motor incomplete SCI at the NLI C7-T1. Therefore, the

hypothesized limited (clinical) sensitivity of the TCCS

criterion in patients with a lower cervical level of injury, as

discussed in part 2, did not result in an underestimation of

the number of TCCS subjects.

Second, a substantial number of physicians considered any

(X1 motor points) difference between upper and lower

extremity strength as an appropriate criterion to diagnose

patients with TCCS. Although a minimum of 10 motor

points was supported by the majority of the physicians in

part 2, we decided to evaluate the outcomes of the so-called

intermediate TCCS patient group as well.3 Nevertheless, as

no apparent clinically relevant differences in neurological

and functional outcomes were found between the non-TCCS

and TCCS study groups after stratification by AIS grade C or

D, investigation of the intermediate TCCS study group was

not relevant.

In fact, the current study also challenges the scientific

relevance of the applied diagnostic TCCS criterion itself. One

should realize, however, that without the introduction of a

face valid, quantitative and reproducible diagnostic TCCS

criterion, we probably would not have been able to postulate

and support the conclusions of this study. This three-paper

series is unique in its kind because it evaluates, analyses and

challenges the reproducibility and prognostic relevance of a

commonly diagnosed SCI syndrome.4 This project clearly

demonstrates that there is a need to revisit the scientific and

clinical value of previously introduced concepts in SCI by

applying a systematic and sound methodological approach.

Conclusion

The AIS grading system, and not the diagnosis TCCS,

continues to be the most important prognostic parameter

for neurological and functional outcomes in motor incom-

plete tetraplegics. On the basis of this study, in which a

quantitative TCCS diagnostic criterion was applied, we

recommend that for future outcome studies in traumatic

motor incomplete tetraplegia, patients should not be

stratified by the presence or absence of TCCS, but rather by

the severity of the initial injury as quantified by the AIS

grading system.
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